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 Spaced-Out 
Felted Scarf  

Staff Projects

P R O J E C T

Editor’s note: This gallery came about when 
Liz Gipson (managing editor of Hand-
woven and Knitting Daily TV cohost) came 
bounding into the Spin.Off office (well, 
truth be told, she scooted on her chair 
through the doorway that separates our of-
fices) to show me a scarf made with hand-
spun singles and using Jane Patrick’s draft 
for a Spaced-Out Felted Scarf. One thing 
led to another—and suddenly (with Jane’s 
blessing) we were posting a quickie chal-
lenge in Ravelry’s Rigid Heddle Group to 
see what others would do with the same 
pattern. Several people were able to com-
plete the challenge within the teeny-weeny 
window of time that we gave them—you 
can see the results in the Winter 2008 is-
sue of Spin.Off along with Jane Patrick’s 
pattern. In the Interweave office, Liz Gip-
son, Stefanie Berganini (Spin.Off assistant 
editor), and Liz Good (Fiberarts assistant 
editor) were inspired to make their own 
versions—which are featured here.

Fiber: Brown cashmere/silk blend 
(50/50) top.

Preparation: Combed top.

Drafting method: Short draw.

Wheel: Louet Victoria.

Wheel system: Scotch tension.

Ratio (singles/plying): 8.5:1 
(both).

Singles direction spun: Z.

Plied direction spun: S.

Plied twists per inch: 16.

Plied wraps per inch: 20.

Total yardage: 125.

Yards per pound: 1,200.

Yarn classification: Sportweight.

Yardage used: 108.

Loom: Rigid heddle.

Ends per inch: 10.

Sett: 10 (5 threaded slots and 
holes/5 skipped slots and holes x 5, 
plus 5 threaded slots and holes).

Finished size: 5" x 24".

Liz Gipson of Loveland, Colorado
I used the idea of a spaced warp but combined it with a continuous weft (in-

stead of a spaced weft as Jane Patrick’s pattern called for). The cashmere gives this 
yarn enough grab so that the weft floats hold their shape. I braided the warp to 
make simple looped closures for the line of pearly buttons to finish this elegant 
neck scarf.
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Liz Good of Fort 
Collins, Colorado

I bought the llama roving I used for 
my scarf at a farmer’s market in Long-
mont, Colorado. Carolann Evans of Lla-
dyhawk Llamas and Lavender had a 
beautiful display of gigantic 4-ounce 
balls of natural-colored llama fluff and 
dried lavender bouquets. There were 
solid browns, whites, and some, like the 
one I chose, that were mixed stripes of 
white and shades of brown. I had spun 
small amounts of yarn with a spindle 
in the past, but this was the first proj-
ect I spun with a wheel. I borrowed 
the wheel from my office mate Liz Gip-
son, who also spun and gave me the 
silk yarn that I used in the scarf. While 
I was working on the project, Liz host-
ed a dye party, and I put a third of the 

llama yarn that I spun into an indigo 
pot. As you can guess, I feel very lucky 
to share an office with Liz. I chose to 
include the dyed yarn and silk in my 
scarf to create variety and texture. I 
knew that with its color, and because 
it wouldn’t felt with the llama, the silk 
would become an accent. I hoped that 
the blue would frame the golden silk, 
which I think it has done well in the fi-
nal product. As far as felting, I was wor-
ried that the llama would felt too much 
and there would be a lot of puckering. 
I wrapped it up in a towel, per the in-
structions, and hoped for the best. Dur-
ing the wash cycle, the scarf broke free, 
and I was a little dismayed as I opened 
the washer door. However, when I took 
the scarf out, I saw the perfect blend of 
lightly and densely felted areas. I am 
very happy with the way the project 
turned out.

Fiber: 4 oz of brown and white llama 
top (1⁄3 dyed blue with indigo after spin-
ning) from Lladyhawk Llamas and Laven-
der (www.lladyhawkllamas.com).

Preparation: Roving.

Wheel: Ashford Traditional.

Wheel system: Scotch tension.

Singles direction spun: Z.

Singles wraps per inch: 11.

Plied direction spun: S.

Plied wraps per inch: 8.

Yards per pound: 600.

Yarn classification: Bulky.

Total yardage: 150.

Yardage used: 83.

Fiber: 2 oz of tussah top in the Maroon 
Bells colorway from Red Stone Yarns 
(www.redstoneyarns.com).

Wheel: Ashford Traditional.

Wheel system: Scotch tension.

Singles direction spun: Z.

Singles wraps per inch: 15.

Plied direction spun: S.

Plied wraps per inch: 10.

Yards per pound: 525.

Yarn classification: Bulky.

Total yardage: 65.

Yardage used: 22.

Warp: 13¼ yd silk yarn, 13¼ yd blue 
llama yarn, 26½ yd brown llama yarn.

Weft: 8½ yd silk yarn, 17 yd blue llama 
yarn, 25½ yd brown llama yarn.

Loom: Schacht rigid heddle.

Ends per inch: 9.

Sett: 10 (5 threaded slots and holes/5 
skipped slots and holes x 5, plus 5 
threaded slots and holes).

Finished size: 4" x 54" (with 10" 
fringe).
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Fiber: 4 oz Corriedale from Sakina-
Needles in the Agate colorway 
(http://sakinaneedles.com).

Preparation: Split lengthwise, then 
spun from opposite ends.

Drafting method: Short forward 
draw.

Wheel: Louet S10.

Wheel system: Bobbin drive.

Singles direction spun: Z.

Number of plies: 2.

Plied direction spun: S.

Plied twists per inch: 5.5.

Plied wraps per inch: 18.

Total yardage: 251.

Yards per pound: 1,110.

Yardage used: 87 (not including 
loom waste).

Loom: Schacht rigid heddle.

Ends per inch: 10.

Sett: 10.

Finished size: 5¼" x 35" (includ-
ing fringe).

Stefanie Berganini  
of Fort Collins, 
Colorado
FRUIT SLUSHEE SCARF

I was struck by the interesting colors 
of this dyed fiber. The blues, oranges, 
and reds seemed vibrant and fruity but 
also frosty—like strawberries, raspber-
ries, and blueberries blended with ice!

This roving had very long color re-
peats, but I didn’t want my yarn to be 
too stripy or have large blocks of col-
or. To get a more even blending of col-
ors, I split the roving in half lengthwise 
and spun each piece from opposite ends. 
Spinning in this way meant that when I 
plied, the color repeats didn’t match up, 
and I got a more variegated, less stripy 

yarn. Using the yarn in both the warp 
and the weft mixed the colors up even 
more—just what I was hoping for! I 
fulled the scarf by hand in the sink, al-
ternating squishing between my hands 
with hot soapy water and rinsing in cold 
water until it was slightly felted.


